Aluminum FlexFrame MeshPanel Display
Parts:
Tools needed for set up - Philips Screwdriver
(3) MeshPanels
and a clean work surface
(2) Hinged Aluminum Leg set - 84” long
(2) Single Aluminum Leg - 84” long
(6) Aluminum horizontal bars (3 are pre-inserted in the top edge of the MeshPanels)
(12) Bolts - 1 1/2” long
1. Working on a CLEAN surface or dropcloth, begin by unrolling one of the MeshPanels.
*The top edge of the panel has the horizontal pole pre-inserted. The bottom edge of the panel has buckle straps.
2. Start with (1) hinged leg set and (1) single leg along either side of the panel.
Hinges should face away from panel.
*Match the top of the legs with the top of the panel. You can identify the
top of the leg by the bolt hole that is located 1 1/2” from the end.
The black plastic cap is at the bottom of the leg.
3. Bolt through the bolt holes at the top of the legs and into the top horizontal
pole inside the top edge of the panel. For the hinged set of legs, make sure
that you are bolting through the leg that is lying on the floor. Let the hinged
leg sit on top, with the hinge facing out away from the panel.
4. Bolt through the bolt holes located 10” from the bottom of the legs, into
a horizontal pole.
5. Attach buckles straps around lower horizontal pole.
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6. Still working with the panel flat on the floor, stack the second hinged leg set on top of the single leg.
7. Unroll a second panel on top of the first, then bolt through the top bolt holes into the top horizontal pole, and
through the bottom bolt holes into a free horizontal pole. Attach buckle straps to lower bar.
8. Repeat using the remaining single leg pole and horizontal pole, along with the third panel.
9. The panels can now be stood up to complete set up.
Stand the panels up and swing them out to have them in a
90 degree zig zag pattern. (Once you’ve attached the panels
to the frames, you’ll be able to set up in any configuration
you choose)
10. To attach the panels to the frames:
A. Attach velcro straps around leg poles. At the hinged
legs, you’ll need to feed the straps between the two
legs. It is easiest to stand on the side of the panel with
the fuzzy strap and feed the hook strap through the
gap between the upright poles.
B. Snug buckle straps at the bottom by pulling on free
end of strap (hooked to main strap with Velcro strip)
Set Up Options
Your Aluminum FlexFrame MeshPanel Display can be positioned
in many ways to accommodate space and display needs, and can be
folded flat for storage.
The included S-Hooks slip easily into the mesh to hang framed
work. Unframed work may to hung using the included HangTabs,
or with our optional HookClips.

